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ӍȺԪćĀĠƞ֜К̹ȺŪħșʆĘŖȧŘۅĀΝ̤
ƥĂ뺯ƂǰĘĕȢĄĆЏʬ̋ǨථƍŜĀ٣Ɵ뺯ă˱Ą
шĈԚƟ̖ȍƥ̎ĻŘȿ್Ʋċĉ̋ńĻŘȻŪǨĈĉ
ķġăĂƟĀ뺯9ʃ/10ʃĄŞмĀֆ̇ʿĉĶʪąėƀάႅ
Ә뺮ǋęϙ뺮ɞΊ࠭ͱЏᇐĀҌʿƫėӅŚᎤőąĂܕӮмɶ뺯ĉ
ĶĶ୍୍ໝɘͨċӮмѩƂ̎ਯȺĄŦȏףĜǩȹ뺮ۨŝ뺮
ݮǄŝĶ뺯MEĀփ͠ĶύǘCocoŢŞмĀࡓֲą̛ȬŠȬĀ
֣ӿȝ֪֮ĆĀǛČ뺮ɧϜ뺮ІڤৰψĂȏᖉČĎħĆঘअŖҒʸ
ĆĀӮм˄ƈୟĆǋȒ뺯ߜˣqʸҒĀʐ௮rĕɫƂćŊĈъՎĀ
ŰߧĪٔٯĄăĻĩȥŪĀǰٗĘqʸҒrĕċࠍƑĄȂĉƦࡋ뺯



ٕ͗Ā۬ՏಌႪƬ֟ҡ뺯̋ďɏĄĀ໘ᔮၽٕ
ҡ̋ĄƳѺǕŝŠĥֲĀࣙמŞ˄ȉȆŞ۶ĠಌႪȞײĢƔʸ
qඡɿrĄ˽ŞҡĀǂቍ뺯ȮăǜĀԑढ़ėјƔϾЊĀנˀ˞Պ
ٕ͗Ą്ŏƬ͚ӟߜ̂Ƭ͆նȗĉՂĀŖ˞މՊćĕƀաʐĆĻŘ
īėћĂƄȕ৾ϾĀŠ̉ӅƥŝĀܺ뺯ćȺŴ۶ĠȗĞաʐҡ
ੜȆġٕ͗ďɏĄĂċࡘָĀġķćȺ̡ɧϜᰌࡋĀͨċҡ
ੜũņٕ̝͗קң̋кĀџࣈݔೣŠŭΜ뺯CocoŖıć
Mount֍ىϳͱĄရՍϙЙɁઐ˦ǃůٮЌŠȐԑලųĀٵ
ǽؠĀĂȏĀCocoŖǛǱĀĄ5̸ኈ̖˟ى؞ĀLou Lou’s,ćŦƀ
ĻŘŏȹǄ͡ǒࣷ͡Š҈͎ڲЌҤŰ߉ࣹǽؤƺ뺯
ࣼͫʞǘ܄ɡķ ʄ؞ȔԽ ɞЀ˪ģϿĄŖݸ
ǩћӐŠŚٗƢǩĀԶՠȡŞҡƥĂ뺯̋ŘȺӚ౩ĀࠗɡŠ֜К
ՖĂŘӍƲŭĀƀיКĀࣼͫڗǱΆĀҍոǩڗǱΆǜĴɭ
ĈӅŚɧϜġƣۜŜŚٗɡӴ뺯ࣼͫաΧĄŭΜĀۣࢮࡌɞ
Мۈĉǽଐăᓂƣă̂ڦגſČƂˀߜ̂ƂˀථƍĀŖޕމя뺯ĕ
ĄҒʸǛǱדǛŠݧܥĉĶĀȗĞաʐŞ뺯ҤϯĕƀĄӄɯɶɠŞ
˽ŞҡǜĴѳʒ̝ңąԱࣗĀqǕŞrաΧĀϙॼ뺯ࣼͫȝħĆ
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ɭĎƤഇſθȘ̌Ա੦ٛࡓֲĠƟĀֿჼŠŇʂˀģ
ƈࣼͫɭĎąȍƟɧŰPortobelloɢć֦͟झƛ
ĀǜĴ̝ԪąࡌɞМۈĀʅ˨ɧ뺯
ࢵ࣡ࠢɞϓġķĀqǊ͔ᣰ໕r뺯ƂǰĘŉȧ
ĞճɉĜŢĕƀķŀă͟뺯ը֪ĄșʆͨŞĀŪβĉՂ
ĝڌϵࣻŶĀໝɍĕƀ뺯̋ĄىҡĀͳȪ뺯ĆĜşƍƬ
ىĴ֟ɧȉƬܸƬ͍̉ȞѠຜƔĈۖĀ˄Ԫǘˤ뺯
ĉĶĜʈœǃɩćࢵ࣡ࠢĀʐ௮ىƆݷϳĕĄĂƞʈ
œոǩĀ੦अƶК뺯Řࢵ࣡ࠢĀWhole Foodɸ̤ħ
ૼĆĜğėɸ͆٣̖ŠףĜǩȹĂǜćĕƀנɮŀƜ
ކˀ뺯Cocoģǁ˩ȀɍĕċǄԉࢤࢤĈƯࣔмȞŠɺ
ȒĀθࠒ뺯ĕċҡੜģшĈ۶ĠћӐɠѠࢵ࣡ࠢĀաΧ
ĄΓīॅ॓ĕƞqશĈrĀ͍ҲĀŴĶģπ˩ǒǋȝȺ
ȉ͍ϜŠѳʹƑħʤΧĀ˱Ȟࣷ֎뺯
ज़ՂಌႪȞĀͳǩࠍĕƀĀಌႪȞѠžᇣ࠲܄Ū
ᘓĀɓԽЙɁǨŘƖі࠴ĄκăĻɺĀ뺯Ƅࡢɝĕ
ĄCocoŖǛıĀףҡĕƀĩȴė٢शڲşƛƯĀᖼ
ᒭğėࣄٞၽٞȉज़ՂƧ̊Ώ֜뺯ćĕƀĴ֟Ɨ੧
ǚƦĎŬĄ॓ķ್ϝ뺯ćĕƀաʐĀĉҺˢɏĈŶх
ʙǄըݎŘŖſࣗĀόŀƜćŞЎĘ뺯ಣᆝęƆĀ
໕יŠᥬ܌ٞęىःīઉʪʸSloaneęىħǷɭĎ
ĀנˀɆԥźĆğȒͨƞſЊ̋ǰٗĘŊĈ̜Ȥևͱ
തڌ뺯̋ͳȪą৾ϾĀʕۨڇۃąŦȏĎĢșʆͨŞĀ
੶ܤ͆ډ뺮ɲ܉뺮ֆ̇뺯șʆǩȹĝࣙמćˤŴĶ܇
ĀϬŏऋॡȍེŏŴĶğĕĄă̈́৲Ā뺯ĞđƗɩಌ
Ͼ뺮ɡӴ뺮Ǌ͔Āĉज़ՂĄĆĀީĂ˞ՊɉƢƆĆ
ĀૻĄăĄʐŏDiorʝ!

ОٕɞٞฅىĀ
ϓܸȮŦƀŏĕ
क़ᭁՂޖɞ˪ĄĂċ
چܤԭَȞʞĀșʆȚ
ƣĈĂƞƫ࠱ėȠŢᅗࡀ۬
ՏӅŚġܪġᆪĀ༃뺯ȅϜК
ĀىƆġ̞ߒŏ60ŭͳĀĴ֟ɧ
Ϝ뺯King's RoadĘ͟Ą̉ȞћӐѠźОٕɞȥſቈࣹ
ąَ̉ŇșʆĀ࿐Ɠķя뺯ćОٕɞĆĻŘɮėĆǨ̀
đ̜ĀʁɞĀԭَ̈ǕŘӍɆĜ३ŝچܤĀǒٚ뺯Ŋ
ĈĉĩqɘqОٕɞĆŮĩqુ୯rОٕɞ뺯ĕ̀
đјķŠଣǻ̦̉ȚĂۡ༞ϔŊĈκđėȺŴːၱ
Āҡੜą뺯ОٕɞĀુ୯ůеʙ˩ćٞฅЙɁŠǜߺ
Ќ˄ćၽऊՂڗǱƥǡė٢ࣀ Bluebird ɘǄū˩߯ਲ਼
Řသᨮ̦̉뺯ƄࡢɝОٕɞĄħŦȏĞđćŇșʆġ
шĈĂОĀĉƦѤ҄ƦăĄħŦȏćϘĝƄҤĀ˰
Āĉ뺯ƧưĆˣăėāǨۅĀОٕɞŉĻĩ̋ăԪ
ćǘĂċǰɆƦĄĂƞķя뺯
ĂċɸĿ800оĉĀΝ̤ĈĠƞĠƟĀǻΎ뺯
ȆĈĉг׳ĆŴĶʐćŴĶŬȢĀǋΥĄŴĶʐ
ćĢŹĀ뺯̋ĻŘͳȪĂċƽĥĀũ˨ńĄƫ࠱ė
ӅŚ̙ՖĀٵҒƄΡĆĄȂħĂċĥĀʕǟńĄƳȷ
ƤĎėࢅժ˞ՊĆաʐĀҡੜ˄ɏCoCoĂƟź
̋ŪħĆĢŹĀ뺯ME

London, and all its diverse forms is one of the most
difficult cities to describe. In truth, it is exactly what
you choose to make it. Not only is there something for
everyone, but the city itself can be anything for anyone. The September/October months host a migration
to the capital after holidays in the Riviera, Italy, Spain
or Greece that resembles a real- estate gold rush, with
socialites, artists, bankers and everyone in between
gushing into the various estate agents’ offices in veritable cascades of desperation. Mint-Edition readers,
however, may consider themselves to be lucky in this
regard. Thanks to Coco’s experience on the battlefield
of London real estate, she and her team offer up some
advice to help narrow down your search-area based
on your likes, dislikes, styles, habits and whimsies.
Finding ‘appropriate accommodation’ in the city can
seem impossible without help, and indeed, the very
definition of what that phrase means differ from person to person and from area to area.

SLOANE SQUARE BY NIGHT

Mayfair, the archetypal London neighbourhood captures the
imagination and conjures day- dreams of luxury. It does to London
what Bel Air does to Los Angeles in so far as it is where old money
and the nouveau riche mingle and mix seamlessly and the area’s
own brand of luxury adapts to cater for this mix. ‘Excellence’ is
the area’s theme, and to live here is to join the ranks of those in
its pursuit. From the diverse restaurant scene to the decidedly
opulent shopping options, this area is perfect for the migrant
who never takes a day off from high- heels and haute-cuisine. It
is everything that your Monopoly board promised it would be:
exclusive, ritzy and home to the elite. Sandwiched at the crossroads between numerous other very ideologically different areas,
Mayfair is like the centre of a style compass, as if each area around
it has gone in a different direction. However, there will always be
a link with the timeless elegance of Mayfair and all the bright,
young things who call it home whether its a stroll down Mount
Street, one of Coco’s most beloved routes, or cocktails and dinner
around Berkeley Square. For a brief boogie or short shuffle, Coco’s
favourite would be Lou Lou’s at No5 Hertford Street, where those
with stars in their eyes go to shake off their stresses to the most
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this, where you will see supermodels and
socialites shoulder to shoulder doing their
grocery-shopping. Coco joins these ranks
gladly to see and be seen over the organic
produce and rare ingredients. There is a
huge focus on independent stores in this
area at the moment and a Kensington resident is definitely one who appreciates the
value of owning a one-off piece, but isn’t
afraid to mix it up with something more
relaxed in style and in price.
PORTOBELLO ROAD, NOTTING HILL

up-to-date music, mixes and martinis.
Notting Hill, to the North West of the green heart of London
(Hyde Park) is perhaps one of the most famous and individualistically and internationally iconic areas in London.
Known for its pastel coloured uniformity of architecture,
and its annual Rio-style carnival spectacular, this area manages to be simultaneously British in style, and yet international
through to its very soul. The Notting Hill resident will be a young
aristo-bohemian with a taste for the finer things but with an open
mind regarding the packaging in which those things appear. It
is an area for those who love surprises and secrets; Notting Hill
will keep yours, if you return the favour! Although rather prone
to tourist invasions, the area simultaneously manages to retain
a wondrously ‘local’ feel for the benefit of its residents. Notting
Hill will reward you with friends, food and fantastical adventures
more wide-ranging than the antiques on offer on the area’s stylespine, Portobello Road, which keeps this bohemian outpost
nourished and connected to London’s pulse.
Kensington, niched in the heart of South West London,
is the very definition of a ‘cultural hub’. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a person, however particular, whose
needs could not be catered for here. The proof is that foreign peoples from the world-over have poured into this
affluent section of the city. It provides a welcome respite
from the otherwise, fairly ‘sheer’ contrasts represented by
other neighbourhoods; you’ll find high-street trendiness
standing side by side with high-end/high-price boutiques in
an ordered, civilised and neutral uniformity. Those flocking to
the residential streets of Kensington will enjoy promenading and
will typically be those who prefer the more civilized methods of
exploration. Kensington Whole Foods is the perfect example of
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Knightsbridge, a word that is synonymous with luxury, describes an area
of meandering avenues and leafy garden
squares punctuated by stores of such luxury that sunglasses are necessary just so
that you aren’t blinded by the glossy sheen
with which everything here is so blessed.
Without doubt Coco’s all-time favourite
neighbourhood, it plays host during the
season to Middle Eastern royalty and their
following who are heralded by the signature growl of Lamborghini engines and
the whisper of Rolls Royce Phantoms and
Wraiths. In perfect fashion their billowing
flag-like robes and subsequent entourages
march up and down Sloane Street like a
religious procession. It is a feast for the
imagination. The Knightsbridge resident
is one who adores feeling like an insider,
with a backstage pass to the domestic
life of the most fabulous people on the
planet. Madison Avenue in New York and
Nevsky Prospekt in St Petersburg combine
on Sloane Street to bring you a shopping
experience so eye-wateringly beautiful that it actually has no comparison or
competitor. It represents a commitment to
the craft of luxury that attracts those with
corresponding tastes from every jewelencrusted, gold-covered corner of the
globe. They all congregate, Coco included,
at Aubaine, next to Chanel on Brompton
Cross, for coffee and people watching, and,

don’t forget, it's rude not to stare. For clashes and combinations of colour and
culture as well as an insider’s perspective, the only choice is Knightsbridge
because who knows who your next- Dior neighbour might be!
Chelsea, to the Southern end of Sloane Street, and from there, West along
the river, is a world in which the sense of quality is retained, but there is a
return to the relative modesty of the typical British uniformity. Contained
within the grid-style streets, the heart of '60s London still beats with the
foot-steps of the ‘Sloane Rangers’ along the fashion-mecca, King's Road. A
safe-haven for the independent stores, the Chelsea philosophy is one of a
small-world mentality. Chelsea contains the best of everything one could
need, and a little extra for your amusement. One doesn’t ‘move’ to Chelsea,
one ‘subscribes’. It takes commitment and dedication, but once immersed,
there’s no going back to the mundanities of certain other areas. A Chelsea
subscriber will have drinks at Colbert on Sloane Square with the rest of the
Sloaney set, and will make daily visits to Bluebird to recharge before a party
at Raffles. There’s no doubt that Chelsea is the ideal choice for those who
want to benefit from London’s range of options, while not being forced to
go on endless expeditions across the capital. If you can't find it in Chelsea, it
probably doesn't exist - or at least, it shouldn’t.
London, a city of over 8 million people, has almost as many identities.
When someone tells you that they live in London, what they really mean is
that they live in their London. It can represent a fresh new start, or a return
to the comfort of British tradition, so whether it's a new job, or old friends
that bring you back to London, choose your area carefully and make it your
own just as Coco has. ME
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